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Norway: Division 1 Women handball – Glassverket upsets Oppsal team
Posted by African Press International on September 5, 2010
The game started at 16.00 hours at Glassverket hall, Drammen – Norway.
African Press International
Daily Online News Channel

Referees: Svein Beruld Andersen and Arnfinn Larsen
The two teams met today Sunday the 5th of september: Oppsal team represented by:
Marie S. Tømmerbakke, Iriana Krasniqi, Maiken Sønsterud, Nerma Pandza, Charlotte Askeland,Hanne Birkelund,Stine Ørebø A., Kristin
Tofteland, Tuva Marstein, Senka Buljan, Anette Huseby, Victoria Korir, Karoline Engmann and Tiril Kristine Marstein.
Leader A: Djordje Teodorovic, Leader B: Sorina Teodorovic, Leader C: Christina Bøttger and Leader D: Vibeke Brenden
Total goals for Oppsal: 22
Top scorer: Nerma Pandza with 9 goals
Glassverket team represented by:
Marianne Bolsønes, Nina Nystuen, Trine Olsen, Susanne Marcussen, Jeanett Kristiansen, Mina Gustavsen, Maren Saastad, Marthe Brøtane,
Susann Vøgen, Silje Christin Mathisen, Charlotte Aasbø, Monica Iversen and Marit Arnesen
Leader A: Geir Oustorp, Leader B: Glenn Ruud-Andersen and Leader C: Vibeke Thoresen
Total goals for Glassverket: 30
Top scorer: Mina Gustavsen with 7 goals.
Some of the members of the winning team: From left to right on Nr 8. Susanne
Marcussen, Nr 19. Charlotte Kristiansen, Nr 66. Charlotte Aasbø, Nr 30. Marthe
Brøtane, Nr 24. Mina Gustavsen and Nr 7. Trine Olsen.
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The sunday match was very interesting from the start to the end with Oppsal women team
meeting Glassverket on their home ground.
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After a ten minute play Oppsal took the lead with the scores 5 to 2. Oppsal kept
Glassverket down only to allow them to get a third score at the 11th minute. It surprised
many when Glassverket, a team that is new in division one, started to get more organised
and gave it all in the fight to get goals. From the 12th minute the drama gained momentum
minute by minute with each team getting goals.
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Glassverket came up strong, speedy and scored their 4th goal in the 14th minute, but Oppsal did not give up at this point, they made their move
and scored their 7th goal in the 16th minute.
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The 17th minute gave Glassverket another goal, their sixth having come from being the weakest at the first minutes of the game. At this point
though, Oppsal managed to score their 8th goal.
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At this point the drama started. Glassverket gave another shot and made their 8th goal on the 20th minute, equalising, good for them after having
been a weaker one at the start having 2 points to Oppsals 4.
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The teams took time-out to chart the way forward.

about 2 years ago

After time-out Oppsal immediately scored their 9th goal, but their opponent got geared up making a score as well at the 22nd minute. Oppsal scored
another goal on the 23rd minute.
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uplift yourself and your
loved ones.

Oppsal was on the lead all the time but now their opponent were on their neck all the way.
The 25th minute came and Glassverket scored their 11th goal taking the lead for the first time in the game. At this point the teams took another
time-out to chart the way forward again. After time out, Oppsal got their next goal at the 29th minute to lead again before the break after a 30
minute play that saw Oppsal basket 12 goals to Glasverkets 11.
When the break was over, time came that saw Glassverket group showing might, strength and speed much more than Oppsal team. Oppsal team at
this point and time moved more slow in comparison to their opponent who ran more distinctly like lightning whenever they got the ball rolling it in
easily.
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Glassverket managed to climb to the 16th goal after the 30 minutes break, only 6 minutes into the play. A minute later Oppsal got their 13th goal,
moving from the 12th point mark. While the game gained momentum, Oppsal was blessed when they were given a penalty and they scored, a move
that earned them the 14th goal, while their opponents stood at 17.
On the 43rd minute, Glassverket had a good lead by 4 goals, 19 to 15.
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Glassverket’s 20th goal came on the 44th minute mark leaving Oppsal behind with their 15 goals, now a lead of 5 goals. Shortly after, Oppsal
managed to score that moved them to 16 goals. On the 47th minute, Oppsal gave it a shot again earning their 17th goal, but in the seconds that
followed Glassverket scored one more, forcing Oppsal to revenge making their 18th goal, now seeing the goals at 21 to 18 in favour of the home
team Glassverket.
Oppsal started gearing up making another 2 goals bringing the total goals 19 while Glassverket stood at 21 for some minutes, only 2 points ahead.
But as the game progressed Glassverket showed greater strength leaving Oppsal behind and creating a huge gap that became difficult for Oppsal to
close.
On the 56th minute it became clear that Oppsal was going to lose. At this time Oppsal scored their 22nd goal while Glassverket got their 28th,
bringing a gap to 6 goals.
Oppsal players seemed to retire strength-wise from the 26th minute, moving slowly and passing the ball in very uncalculated manner. That alone
gave the opponent enough room to do their job. The opponent started putting on a new gear and spirited play scoring 2 more goals taking them to
30 goals to 22, pinning down Oppsal by a 8 goal marign.
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All in all, both teams put on a spirited show at their best giving the members of the public who turned up in a sizeable number a very good
entertainment.
By Chief editor Korir/ African Press International
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Coronavirus: France
racism row over doctors'
Africa testing comments
April 3, 2020
Two French doctors spark
anger by suggesting
coronavirus vaccines be
trialed in Africa.
Three human-like species
lived side-by-side in
ancient Africa April 2, 2020
Two million years ago, Africa
was home to three humanlike species, new discoveries
reveal.
Coronavirus in Lagos:
Enforcing lockdown in
Africa's biggest city April
2, 2020
We follow the Lagos task
force in charge of enforcing a
new ban on large public
gatherings.
Abedi Pele: How Pape
Diouf inspired me to
greatness April 2, 2020
One of Africa's greatest
players, Abedi Pele, gives his
memories of former Marseille
chairman Pape Diouf.
Coronavirus: What
misinformation has
spread in Africa? March 31,
2020
Which claims about the
coronavirus are gaining the
most traction in Africa?
Lagos lockdown over
coronavirus: 'How will my
children survive?' March
31, 2020
Nigeria's commercial hub and
the capital have gone into
lockdown to curb the spread
of coronavirus.
'It feels like solitary jail' Kenyan basketball star
stuck in Algeria April 1,
2020
Kenyan national team
basketball player Ariel Okal
has spoken about his ordeal
as he is unable to leave
Algeria having just signed for
a club there.
Keeping fit during
coronavirus: Nigerian
footballer's home workout
using shoes April 1, 2020
Nigerian footballer Desire
Oparanozie is keeping fit at
home during the lockdown
using just shoes.
Coronavirus in Africa:
How to save water so you
can wash your hands April
1, 2020
In many African countries
water is a scarce resource, so
the WHO is encouraging
people to store it.
Eliud Kipchoge's selfisolation diary: 'It's really
hard to train alone' March
30, 2020
The Kenyan marathon
champion is trying to stay fit
while self-isolating.

BBC News
Coronavirus: Nightingale
Hospital opens at
London's ExCel centre
April 3, 2020
The new NHS Nightingale
hospital shows "how the
impossible could be made
possible", says Prince
Charles.
Coronavirus: Nurse
Areema Nasreen dies with
Covid-19 April 3, 2020
The reportedly previously
healthy mother-of-three died
at Walsall Manor Hospital
where she worked.
Coronavirus: Boris
Johnson stays isolated
with mild symptoms April
3, 2020
Boris Johnson had been due
to come out of self-isolation
but is continuing to work
from home.
MI6: World War Two
workers in rare
'forbidden' footage April 2,
2020
Rare footage is released of
workers at MI6 during WW2
which has never been seen
by the public before.
Coronavirus: Test goal will
take 'huge amount of
work', says Hancock April
3, 2020
The health secretary has
promised 100,000 tests a
day but there are questions
about how it will be achieved.
BBC offers biggest online
education push 'in its
history' April 3, 2020
Schoolchildren will be offered
online videos, quizzes,
podcasts and articles on core
subjects.
Coronavirus: 'Stay at
home' plea as Easter
holiday starts April 3, 2020
Warm weather is expected
but the coronavirus lockdown
remains in place, authorities
warn.
Dr William Frankland,
allergy scientist pioneer,
dies aged 108 April 3, 2020
Dr William Frankland, known
as "the grandfather of
allergy", developed the idea
of a pollen count.
Teachers to grade
students for cancelled
exams April 3, 2020
Teachers' predictions will be
used for grades in exams
stopped by the coronavirus
outbreak.
Coronavirus deaths in
Scotland increase by 46
April 3, 2020
The total number of
confirmed deaths across the
country is now 172, Nicola
Sturgeon says.
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CNN News
Cases top 1M globally |
Signs of stability in Spain
| Prince Charles opens
new hospital virtually
Trump passes the buck as
deadly ventilator shortage
looms April 3, 2020
President Donald Trump is
pinning the blame on states
for a shortage of ventilators
that governors warn could
effectively condemn
coronavirus patients to death
when the pandemic peaks.
How to properly wipe
down your groceries and
remove gloves April 3,
2020
CNN's Dr. Sanjay Gupta
demonstrates the proper way
to wipe down grocery or
take-out items before
bringing them into the house,
and how to remove
contaminated gloves without
compromising your hands.
As China goes back to
work, doubts over its
coronavirus recovery
linger April 3, 2020
As the United States and
much of the rest of the world
locks down over the novel
coronavirus pandemic, China
is cautiously opening back
up.
The hilltop fortress town
that cut itself off from the
world -- and coronavirus
April 3, 2020
The fortress town of Zahara
de la Sierra in southern
Spain is used to fending off
enemies. The Moors and
Christians fought over it in
medieval times, and it was
sacked by the French in
1812. Now its formidable
position high above the
Andalusian countryside has
suddenly become an
invaluable asset once more.
He collapsed in his
bathroom from Covid-19.
His daughter blames the
UK government for his
death April 3, 2020
A man who worked for the
UK's National Health Service
(NHS) for 20 years was
"neglected" by his employer
after he contracted Covid-19
and died, alleges his
daughter Tamira Harvey.
Why the peak is coming
after weeks of social
distancing April 3, 2020
Dr. Anthony Fauci explains
why even after weeks of
stay-at-home orders and
social distancing, the peak of
coronavirus in the US is still
yet to come.
Commander of aircraft
carrier hit by virus
removed after he sounded
alarm April 3, 2020
Even in a pandemic, the
Japanese likely won't stay
home until Abe makes
them April 3, 2020
Salary men in suits crammed
into trains during the rushhour commute are staple
scenes in Tokyo.
How to stop disease
spreading on airplanes
and ships April 3, 2020
Aviation is fighting for
survival. Cruise ships are
grounded. As the pandemic
grows, the travel industry
faces an uncertain future and
is scrambling to adapt.

CNN Africa
'We don't work, we don't
eat': Informal workers
face stark choices as
Africa's largest megacity
shuts down March 31, 2020
Zimbabwe doctors and
nurses down tools over
lack of protective gear
March 25, 2020
Doctors and nurses in
Zimbabwe are striking to
protest the shortage of
personal protective
equipment (PPE) for health
workers in the nation's
hospitals, their unions said.
64 bodies found in
shipping container in
Mozambique March 24,
2020
The bodies of 64 male
migrants were discovered
Tuesday in a sealed shipping
container at a checkpoint in
Tete, Mozambique, according
to the UN's International
Organization for Migration
(IOM).
Ethiopia pardons more
than 4,000 prisoners
March 27, 2020
Ethiopian President SahleWork Zewde has granted
pardon to more than 4,000
prisoners in efforts to contain
the spread of coronavirus in
the country.
Nigeria reports its first
coronavirus-related death
March 23, 2020
South African President
announces three-week
lockdown over
coronavirus March 24, 2020
South Africa will enforce a
three-week lockdown over
coronavirus, President Cyril
Ramaphosa announced
Monday.
The UN wants to protect
nut-cracking chimps March
9, 2020
The unique culture of nutcracking chimpanzees has
been selected for
conservation by the UN,
marking the first time an
animal activity has been
preserved by the
international body.
Congo discharges last
Ebola patient March 4,
2020
The last Ebola patient being
treated in the Democratic
Republic of Congo went home
from a treatment center on
Tuesday, according to the
World Health Organization, a
significant step in the
countdown to declaring an
end to the world's seconddeadliest outbreak of the
disease.
African airlines lose $4.4
billion in revenue
following the spread of
coronavirus on the
continent March 19, 2020
Chinese billionaire Jack
Ma donates masks, test
kits to all countries in
Africa March 22, 2020

CNN Football
Some Premier League
clubs living in 'moral
vacuum' amid pandemic
April 2, 2020
Legendary soccer
president dies after
contracting coronavirus
April 1, 2020
Former Olympique de
Marseille President Pape
Diouf has died after
contracting coronavirus,
according to the French Ligue
1 club.
Grealish apologizes for
ignoring lockdown advice
March 31, 2020
A leading English Premier
League footballer says he is
"deeply embarrassed" as he
apologized for breaching UK
government coronavirus
lockdown guidance after
telling fans to "stay home."
Messi and Barcelona
squad to take 70% pay
reduction during
pandemic March 30, 2020
Lionel Messi and the entire
Barcelona squad will take a
70% pay reduction in order
to help the club during the
coronavirus pandemic.
Football is shut down
across Europe due to the
coronavirus, but in
Belarus it's business as
usual March 30, 2020
Ronaldo and Juventus
squad give up $100M in
wages March 29, 2020
AS Roma delivers care
packages to its elderly
fans April 1, 2020
'We talk to him like he's
not sick,' says brother of
brain-damaged footballer
March 27, 2020
Barcelona says it will
reduce player wages
because of coronavirus
March 27, 2020
Barcelona has announced its
players and staff will take
temporary wage cuts as the
club grapples with the
economic impact of the
coronavirus pandemic.
Ronaldo and Messi donate
to hospitals in fight
against coronavirus March
29, 2020

Reuters – News
Biden: Trump
administration showed
'poor judgment' in
removing warship
commander April 3, 2020
Democratic presidential
contender Joe Biden said on
Thursday that the Trump
administration showed "poor
judgment" in relieving the
commander of an aircraft
carrier who sought stronger
measures to control a
coronavirus outbreak
onboard.
Judge rejects delay of
Wisconsin's presidential
primary despite
coronavirus fears April 3,
2020
A federal judge refused on
Thursday to postpone next
week's U.S. presidential
primary in Wisconsin, but
extended the time for
absentee voting amid
widespread worries about
health risks from the
coronavirus pandemic.
Trump negative for
coronavirus again, says
wearing masks okay April
3, 2020
President Donald Trump said
he underwent a second
coronavirus test on Thursday,
using a new diagnostic that
produced a result in less than
15 minutes, and it
determined he has not been
infected.
Democrats delay
presidential convention
until August, citing
coronavirus April 2, 2020
The Democratic Party on
Thursday postponed its U.S.
presidential nominating
convention by a month until
August, citing the
coronavirus health crisis that
has upended daily life and
caused many states to
postpone their primaries.
White House likely to
advise people in
coronavirus hot spots to
wear masks April 2, 2020
The White House is expected
to issue guidance for people
in areas hard hit by the
coronavirus to wear face
coverings to help stop the
spread of the disease, an
administration official said on
Thursday.
Trump administration
awards $25 billion in
emergency transit funding
April 2, 2020
The Trump administration
said on Thursday it was
allocating $25 billion in
emergency funding grants to
public transportation systems
facing a massive falloff in
demand due to the
coronavirus pandemic.
Trump campaign tells
Sessions to stop
promoting himself as
Trump ally April 2, 2020
President Donald Trump's
presidential campaign told
Senate Republican candidate
Jeff Sessions on Thursday to
stop promoting himself as a
Trump ally, lashing out at the
former U.S. attorney general,
whom the president soured
on.
Democrats want FCC to
reject Trump campaign
threat to broadcasters
April 2, 2020
Two top Democrats in
Congress on Thursday asked
Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) Chairman
Ajit Pai to reassure
broadcasters the agency will
not revoke their licenses for
airing advertisements critical
of President Donald Trump.
Pelosi announces select
committee to oversee U.S.
coronavirus relief April 2,
2020
U.S. House of
Representatives Speaker
Nancy Pelosi said on
Thursday she will form a
bipartisan select committee
on the coronavirus crisis to
oversee the spending of $2.3
trillion that Congress has
approved to respond to the
pandemic.
Democrats delay
presidential convention
until Aug. - Politico April 2,
2020
U.S. Democrats have delayed
their presidential nominating
convention in Wisconsin by
more than a month to Aug.
17, after the party's leading
candidate, Joe Biden, said
the massive gathering should
be rescheduled amid the
deadly coronavirus
pandemic, news outlet
Politico reported on
Thursday.
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'Top Gun: Maverick'
release date pushed back
April 2, 2020
For those eagerly awaiting
the "Top Gun" sequel, the
wait just got a little longer.
HBO makes programming
available free as part of
#StayHomeBoxOffice April
2, 2020
In advance of the launch of
streaming service HBO Max,
HBO will seek to ease the act
of social distancing by
making 500 hours of
programming available free
for a limited time, under the
heading
#StayHomeBoxOffice.
The Rock, in a towel,
sings ultimate handwashing song for 'Moana'
fans April 2, 2020
Dwayne Johnson is making
sure his youngest child has
strong hand washing game
with a little help from
"Moana."
Joe Exotic's husband
Dillon Passage supports
him April 2, 2020
Dillon Passage says he's
staying loyal to his husband.
Latest Kobe Bryant book
release announced by his
wife April 2, 2020
Vanessa Bryant has
announced a new book
created by her late husband.
Ali Wentworth shares
coronavirus diagnosis and
says she's 'never been
sicker' April 2, 2020
Ali Wentworth has tested
positive for coronavirus after
falling ill with tightness in her
chest and a high fever. "
Delicious food movies to
inspire your cooking at
home April 1, 2020
Try not to lick the screen.
'Slay the Dragon' connects
the dots on the political
battle over
gerrymandering April 2,
2020
"Slay the Dragon" does an
extraordinarily good job of
taking a complex issue and
connecting the dots, which
seems particularly
appropriate for a
documentary about
gerrymandering. Well timed
to the current election
season -- especially after
voting issues that beset
recent primaries -- it's an
overtly partisan film that
admirably illustrates ho […]
Stephen Colbert's dog
Benny is the new star of
the 'Late Show' April 2,
2020
Stephen Colbert had a cohost for his latest "Late
Show" monologue -- his
adorable dog, Benny.
Tekashi 6ix9ine will serve
the rest of his sentence at
home because of
coronavirus risk April 2,
2020
Tekashi 6ix9ine was released
from federal prison Thursday
after his attorney said the
rapper's asthma made him
vulnerable to the novel
coronavirus.
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Oppsal squandered the chance they got at the 28th minute, losing the ball that gave Glassverket a chance to progress scoring their 29th and 30th
goal.
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